
Why Maxine should be adopted 

Hello reader, I'm a student from Dr Ross Tilley and i'm going to tell you all about 

Maxine, a domestic shorthair cross cat which is two years old, female and Calico 

and Tabby. Maxine resides in the animal shelter waiting for someone to take 

them to their forever home and these are all the reasons why you should be that 

person to take Maxine home. 

Firstly, Maxine's health is fully up to date, they are microchipped, their 

vaccinations are up to date, they are spayed/neutered and has not been 

declawed. So Maxine would not need any immediate medical attention or 

appointments to the vet. And as said before Maxine is only 2 years old so they 

will be your companion and your best buddy at the same time for a very very long 

time. 

Secondly, since Maxine's kittens were taken to better lives in a forever home they 

have decided that humans are not a serious threat. Maxinehas opened up to 

people by requesting attention from time to time by asking to be pet and 

scratched. Cuddling is off limits currently but, with enough trust you can probably 

pull that off.Maxine likes to play sometimes but not as a normal occurrence. This 

would be great if you are looking for a more relaxed cat who won't require a lot of 

constant attention and playing. 

Lastly, Maxine deserves and needs a forever home! After having 4 kittens, being 

adopted in December, being 2 years old and still in the shelter awaiting someone 

that will take them in. I think Maxine needs a forever home just like her kittens. 

She may be shy at first not accepting attention but with enough trust Maxine can 

be a great best buddy or companion whichever one sounds better. 

In conclusion Maxine is healthy with her vaccinations and everything else up to 

date. She is friendly and attention seeking . But with all that Maxine is still in the 

shelter and after staying this long I think they deserve a forever home don't you? 
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